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jenny reid, assistant principal

A

nnual Report to the School Community 2019
The Annual Report to the School Community is a
legislative and regulatory requirement which was
presented for endorsement by School Council in April
this year. The Annual Report provides an opportunity to
share the year’s achievement and progress with the
school community and to reflect on the school’s performance and how improvement efforts have impacted student outcomes. It is currently available on the website
for our school community to access, however, protocol
directs that it must also be presented at a public meeting.
Although COVID-19 restrictions for Metropolitan Melbourne have eased, assemblies cannot be conducted on
site. As a result, the Annual Report presentation will
need to be conducted virtually on Zoom.

jo-anne doran, assistant principal

Y

ear Prep 2021 Transitions
As we continue to adhere to the Covid-19 safe
practices, transition programs cannot be undertaken in the same form as previous years. To keep our
new families fully informed, the following are available
on the Prep Transition page of the school website:



Virtual tour of the school
PowerPoint presentations with voiceovers for
What Happens at School
Literacy in Year Prep
Numeracy in Year prep
Investigative Learning in Year Prep

http://www.brentwoodparkps.vic.edu.au/prep-transition/

The date will be Tuesday New families have also been required to download the
24 November at 6:00 Showbie app as this platform is being used for direct
p.m. and parents who communication and interaction with classroom teachers.
would like to participate
are asked to contact the
school, register their intention and provide an
email address. A Zoom
invitation will then be
forwarded.

P

arent Opinion Survey
The Parent Opinion Survey has
now closed. Although our records indicate that 648 invitations were
sent out, only 99 parents responded.
This only equated to 15% of our families.

S

tudent Transfers and Enrolments 2021
In order for us to arrange staffing, grade structure,
The percentage is disappointing, as we
budget allocations and various other school funcdo value the feedback from parents and
tions for the 2021 school year, it is imperative that we
use the Parent Opinion Survey to inform
are able to ascertain student numbers for next year. The
future planning. The survey is designed to assist our more accurate with our future planning, the smoother we
school in gaining an understanding of parents’ perception can make the transition for the children from one year
of school climate, student engagement and relationships level to the next. Our Year Prep enrolments are now at
with our parent community.
capacity with 126 students enabling 6 classes of 21.
This year parent perceptions in relation to the Flexible If any of our families are aware that their children, other
and Remote Learning Program was also being sought.
than the current Year 6 students, will not be attending
Brentwood Park Primary School next year, could you
please notify the office or your child’s classroom teacher
as there are families awaiting the possibility of enrolment for other year levels.

Term 4
Week ending 13th November, 2020
0BC

Denuli

1AB

Josh
Agam
Macy
Maysan
Sophia

for always having a smile on your face and giving 100% to everything you do. You’re
a star!!
for writing an excellent narrative in our cold write. You persisted when spelling
unknown words.
for great literacy improvement.
for always trying his hardest.
for taking his time and concentrating whilst writing. Well done!
for doing a great job sounding our tricky words in the cold write!
for concentrating really well during our cold write activity time. Awesome effort!
for writing a great story during our cold write activity time. You concentrated very
well!
for working hard to stay on tasks. You are doing so well!
for her amazing writing and using good spelling choices.
for being super enthusiastic about all your work and giving everything a go.
for working hard to work out tricky words when reading.
for working hard to identify your focus sounds in WOW. Well done!

1HG

Jing

for always being so enthusiastic and a happy, helpful and kind person.

1KC

Mohita

1NC

Hamdaan

for being a helpful class member and for showing initiative for new ways to assist in
her ‘material manager’s job’.
for really focusing on your handwriting during all sessions. Superstar!

1NG

Stacey

you completed a detailed retell after reading ‘Monkey Beach’. Great comprehension.

1TN

Aidan

for working exceptionally hard on his halves and other fractions.

2AD

Elizabeth

for her improved reading with expression and answering comprehension questions.

2AK

Anjali

for your use of WOW words in the cold write.

2CM

Akshara

for always displaying her beautiful manners and doing her best work!

2CP

Sierra

for always working quietly and to the best of her abilities.

2CV

Ashleigh

2RG

Maania

for her fantastic narrative filled with magic, creativity and excitement! Absolutely
incredible. Well done!
for her excellent attitude towards her work at all times. Well done!

2SD

Kayla

for your fabulous writing. Superstar!!

3CH

Leo

for writing amazingly creative poetry this week.

3DK

Hargun

for her creative and thoughtful bio and cinquain poem writing.

3MF

Sophie

for working so hard to design a zoo using your knowledge of area and perimeter.

3MS

Amy

3SA

James

for your hard work and persistence with all learning tasks this week. It’s great to see
you making progress. Well done.
for the sensational bio poem he wrote this week. Well done!

4EC

Athena

for being super helpful this week in organising the class.

4SM

Matthew

for being an excellent participant in his learning this week. Great job, Matthew!

4MC

Amelie

for completing some excellent descriptive narrative writing this week.

Mahir

0JF
0JH
0LP
0SM
0TL

Kobie
Mudaser
Daniel
Zainish
Eli
Johan

Term 4
Week ending 13th November, 2020
4LM

Yenuka

for great participation in all lessons, and for your willingness to help others.

4VA

Gargi

for producing quality work especially in writing! Well done!

5BM
5EB

Ramika
Indy
Hayden

for concentrating well all week and helping the CRT when Beth was away.
for focusing well all week and finishing all tasks.
for having a positive attitude and working to the best of his ability.

5JG

Milly

for being a learning legend who will always give all tasks her very best. Great work!

5LM

Mayuka

you are an active member of our book club. Keep working hard, Mayuka!

5MC

Rudhra

for taking pride in her work, making sure that it is neat and well presented!

6JA

Eddie

for focusing on his work and for making progress in all work.

6JL

Olivia

for utilising the VCOP elements in her cold write narrative!

6MB

Shae

for writing a sensational story on the ‘Red Umbrella’ and presenting it to the class.

6MK

Umer

for working so hard in class this week.

6MS

Joel

for having a focused approach to work and showing courage in going first.

SPECIALIST CLASSES
LOTE Chunyan
FTL

for your excellence in pronouncing Chinese Pinyin ‘u’ sound with correct tones. Well
done, FTL!

LOTE Daisy
6MK

for your excellent job learning how to type Chinese characters on the IPad.

P. Arts Kenneth
3MS

for a confident and enthusiastic whole class effort while learning ‘The Beat of the
Drum’ dance. Well done!

P. Arts Felicity
1NG

for working independently on your glockenspiel playing.

2CV

for the whole class being able to complete skills to a very high level in Newcombe and
for learning quickly how to play the game.

5MC

you were brilliant when learning our skills of table tennis.

P.E. Jim
P.E. Mel
V. Arts Bree
3MF

for demonstrating excellent colour mixing and careful application of paint on your
snow storm painting.

V. Arts Jessica
FSM

for doing an amazing job creating your clay tea light candle holders. Well done!

D. Tech Lisa
1NC

for your enthusiasm in learning how to use Paint 3D and printing your own work. Well
done, everyone!

MAINTAINTAIN COVID SAFETY

1.5 metres

R

educing the Risk COVID-19
The maintaining of social distancing and personal hygiene habits which includes washing hands thoroughly
and practising good sneeze/cough etiquette are all measures we can all take to combat the spread of COVID19.

